3D DETAIL

3550

Factory weld
Instruction 1

Field weld (Note 5)
Prenotched T-Edge
hookstrip with
factory-welded
skirt

Duro-Last
membranes

Approved
Duro-Last
fasteners
(Instruction 3)
Approved Duro-Last
sealant (Note 2)
T-Edge base
Splice plate
Fasten to hold
membrane in place
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Fasten T-Edge base to hold in place. Allow for 1/8-inch gap between sections of
T-Edge base. Install splice plates at each gap.
2. Apply an approved Duro-Last sealant on top of T-Edge base as shown above.
3. Attach T-Edge hook strip to T-Edge base ensuring that seams are staggered by
a minimum of 12 inches between hook strip and base. Each hook strip section
must overlap next section by 1 inch. Fasten hook strip and base 6 inches on
center with approved Duro-Last fasteners.
Note 1: The use of this detail is not allowed on adhered applications.
Note 2: This detail may also be used on parapet walls.
Note 3: If used in a gutter, back-seal membrane with an approved Duro-Last sealant and
fasten 3 inches on center with approved Duro-Last fasteners. Refer to Detail
Drawing 3050.
Note 4: T-Edge with a 4-inch face or greater requires a continuous cleat fastened a
maximum of 12 inches on center. Use roofing nails that penetrate substrate by a
minimum of 1-1/2 inches.
Note 5: All field welds shall be a minimum of 1-1/2 inches wide.
Note 6: Wood nailers must withstand a minimum force of 180 pounds per lineal foot (per building code.)
Any pull values greater than 270 pounds will allow for a fastener spacing of 18 inches on center.
Pull values less than 270 pounds will require additional fasteners. The installing contractor is
responsible for meeting building codes.
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